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origin of the numeration by twenties. Having proved in
his former article that the notion of twenty is really
based on the human body, he points out that, as a man
possesses four members, each provided with 5 fingers, 5 =
hands, and 20 = man, are higher composite units in the
Austro-Asiatie numeration. 5 and 20 having the same
relation to each other as 1 to 4, the next higher number
which could be quite naturally conceived was 80 bearing
the same relation to 20 as 20 has to 5. It would be
interesting to note in this connection the affinities of the
Bengali word pan or pon —one anna-4 pice =« 80 cowrie
shells * 80 pieces in computing for instance betel
leaves or straw bundles. In Santali pon or fan
means 80 (Campbell, Santali Dictionary 9 s.v. pon);
cf. bar pon gachi " 160 bundles of rice-seedlings" in
which lar means 2 and pon, 80. The origin of the word
pon * 80 can be easily determined if we observe that
in Santali pon means also 4. Pon or pan is certainly
used for 4 (twenties). Eighty (i.e., four twenty) being
the tetrade par excellence ended by being shortened into
** four." Pon or pan thus plays in Santali the same
role as 100 in ours. It is a composite unit and the
highest of all. The habit of counting by tetrades and
twenties, once introduced, pon, i.e., 80 could be considered
as the agregate of 20 tetrades. This way of counting
is usual in Santali in which pon, pan=8Q is said to be
formed of 20 gonda or ganda: ganda means a group of
4, i.e., tetrade.
ganda	kudi	pon
4	5x4 = 20	20x4 = 80
In  this operation  4  seems  to  have  taken   a capital
interest.    This   is   probably   why  ganda not only means

